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Addicting Hip Hop. Drunken Style will blow your mind away with slamen beats and blistering lyrics. Buy

the album to hear all tracks we are just givin ya a taste. Buy Buy Buy 16 MP3 Songs HIP HOP/RAP: Hip

Hop, URBAN/R&B: Contemporary urban Details: With 4 solo Hip Hop artists signed to Drunken Style

Records. We offer a variety of beats and styles for cats to vibe out on. K-1, former B-Boy and DJ has

turned MC and producer. His album due out fall of '03 features the hit singles Mirky Waters and Dear

Love(for the ladies). With the help of the Asian community K-1's name has spread throughout the States

underground Hip Hop community as the Lao king whose come to grab his place amongst the lyrical

greats. Be sure to check out the compilation album to hear him on many of the tracks. An M.C. by nature

and a producer by trade, G/NO is a multi-faceted individual indeed. G/NO is currently working on several

projects that will display his talents, such as: Biology, parts one and two. This double disk album is set, to

release in fall 2003 and is G/NO's first solo album. After hearing these albums you will then just start to

understand him as a lyricist. With eleven years of experience, G/NO is well prepared to show the world

the meaning of a true M.C. With Nas like lyrical skills, cats in da streets know that G/NO brings da heat.

Here G/NO featured on Urban a single off his album. Early 2003, R&B will fuse with hip-hop like never

before. G/NO will blend the two genres together in Renaissance. The beats on this album are not typical

of Rhythm and Blues, as they will have a twist of underground hip-hop added to them. Stay tuned for

more on this album, as it will be a pleasure to listen to. In addition, G/NO along with some of the late

Ryan Meyers friends will complete a long awaited compilation album titled, Sirreal. This blend of classical

romance Hip Hop is sure to be a treat for everyone ears. What is next for G/NO? "Everything," he says

"the impossible is possible." - this is the motto G/NO lives by. Through G/NO, the way we listen to music

will all change. Picasso As a product, prodigy, of the Mental City, Picasso has taken Elgin, Chicago and
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the Chicago land area by storm. Former B-Boy and Graffitti artist Picasso has years in the Hip Hop game,

Picasso is one of the leading production engineers and MCs in the area. If ya haven't heard his name in

the Chicago area just ask cats like J.U.I.C.E whos holdn it down. His album not yet titled is do out fall

2003 and features tracks like Latin Mover. Picasso brings an entire new dimension to the Hip Hop Game.

Make sure to check him out featured on many cuts throughout the album. Mozes Gunn Mozes Gunn is a

well-versed mc with a natural gift for hip-hop. With his roots now firmly planted here in Elgin IL a.k.a. the

Mental City, his career is ready to take the next step to Hip-hop stardom. Through his time spent traveling

to and from New York in the early and mid 90's until the present, Mozes Gunn developed a shafty style all

to himself. Mozes Gunn has teamed up once again with long time friend K-Solo. With this team back

together industry, beware. Mozes Gunn is featured on Radio and Its a Cold Game (2 tracks from his solo

album Rap Sheet) on the Drunken Style Records Compilation album. He also has many other versuus

throughout the Compilation album. The reviews listed below are from his first solo album Personal

Vendetta. Reviews 1)	Hip-hopinfinity "Good music, like this has rarely been made in recent years." - Jay

Seagraves 2) Madeyoulook.com "...This debut solo album by an mc from the Rec Center-Rottensoil

Entertainment. Elgin, IL is a soul brother. When it comes to exhalations of reconciling street pragmatism

with B-Boy spirituality." - Mark Armstrong 3)	undergroundhiphop.com "Mozes and Juice come correct on

"Verbal Warfare" The lyrics are on point and the deliveries blend well together." - Tron G/NO and Mozes

Gunn are both former MCs with the REC Center who had club favorites out such as Mind Body and Soul

from the REC Centers Lonely People album.
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